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 Google’s Android is the most used Operating System in mobile devices but 
as its popularity has increased hackers have taken advantage of the 
momentum to plague Google Play (Android’s Application Store) with 
multipurpose Malware that is capable of stealing private information and 
give the hacker remote control of smartphone’s features in the worst cases. 
This work presents an innovative methodology that helps in the process of 
malware detection for Android Operating System, which addresses 
aforementioned problem from a different perspective that even popular Anti-
Malware software has left aside. It is based on the analysis of a common 
characteristic to all different kinds of malware: the need of network 
communications, so the victim device can interact with the attacker. It is 
important to highlight that in order to improve the security level in Android; 
our methodology should be considered in the process of malware detection. 
As main characteristic, it does not need to install additional kernel modules 
or to root the Android device. And finally as additional characteristic, it is as 
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Nowadays, personal computing is making a turn into mobile devices. While a few years ago 
cellphones were intended to provide people a way to make phone calls and communicate regardless the 
location; today, we talk about smartphones as a result of adding more and more functions as well as 
computational power with the passage of time. 
Thanks to the smartphones people is now able to perform calls, video calls, use messaging services 
over the Internet, send and receive emails, use banking services and even use social networks wherever they 
are. Practically, everything done on a PC or Laptop can be accomplished now on a Smartphone; in most 
cases, thanks to the appearance of little pieces of software with a specific purpose commonly known as 
applications (Apps).Today’s Smartphones can be classified depending on the Operating System running on 
the device into Google’s Android, Apple’s iOS, RIM’s Blackberry OS, Windows Phone, and Symbian [1]. 
Each one of them with its own Application Store where the user can download paid and free Apps developed 
for people and enterprises around the globe. 
According to Nielsen, leader Company in market research, 51.8% of smartphones were using 
Android by the end of June 2012 [2]. In other words, it has become the most used mobile operating system. 
Considering that and due to Android is the simplest option for developers of Apps (since it is free licensed). 
In addition to its Apps can be developed using Java and developers can publish their Apps making them 
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available immediately, this work focuses strictly on Google’s Android as an operation system for 
smartphones and Tablets.An example of Android’s growth is that until March 15th 2012 there were 450,000 
Apps available in Google Play (Android’s Application Store) while at the middle of 2010 there were only 
100,000 [3]. Today, we are talking about more than 700,000 Apps according to Bloomberg’s BusinessWeek 
[4, 5]. 
Unfortunately, not everything is good for Google’s Android. As a result of its popularity and the 
lack of code validation and testing of the uploaded Apps, Android has become the weapon of choice for 
hackers to introduce malicious code into Smartphones. Malicious code, also commonly known as malware, 
could allow a remote attacker (hacker) to accomplish different things from stealing personal private 
information to taking full control of the device e.g. send text messages or perform phone calls [6]. In fact, 
this is the most important reason this work focuses on Android. 
Although, Google has added many security features to its operating system such as application 
isolation, the permissions model, read-only access to the Android’s kernel, no root permissions by default, 
among others, there is plenty of malware disguised as good Apps available for the user to be downloaded in 
Google Play. 
The principal effort from Google to avoid the presence of malware in Google Play is called 
“Bouncer” and it was presented in February 2nd 2012. At its presentation, Google claimed that it had been 
already running for a while with the purpose of filtering malicious Apps even before they showed up into 
Google Play. At this point, Google said that between the first and second haves of 2011 they saw a decrease 
from about 40% in the number of potentially malicious downloads from Google Play (or Android Market as 
it was called then) [6].Even though, this was supposed to be the solution to make Android safer, some 
failures and weak points were found in Bouncer. John Oberheide and Charlie Miller, two white hat hackers, 
presented their analysis about Bouncer at the SummerCon 2012 with a work titled “Dissecting the Android 
Bouncer” [7]. 
Oberheide and Miller found out that Bouncer is nothing more than an Android Virtual Machine 
running in Google’s Infrastructure analyzing each App before it is published. Nevertheless, the most 
important thing they were able to find out and demonstrate is a way to bypass Google Bouncer’s validation. 
Similarly, the malware problem has opened a window for Antivirus software to become mobile. 
Nowadays there is a wide variety of Apps intended to give protection against malware and other kinds of 
Information Security risks available in Google Play, in which is important to consider that whatever purpose 
malwareis, it will always need a network connection to accomplish its goal, this connection is required 
mainly so the victim sends back to the attacker what in general terms can be referred as stolen data and also 
the victim can receive instructions from the attacker. 
AV-TEST Institute, an independent laboratory for Information Security and Antivirus research, 
published a test report in March 15th 2012 called “Anti-Malware Solutions for Android” where they put to 
test 41 different Anti-Malware solutions. As a result, they grouped the solutions in five sets according to its 
average capacity of detection [8]. 
As a part of the research performed in the development of this work, three solutions were tested 
from the set with an average detection rate of more than 90% (Avast, Mobile Security, Kaspersky Mobile 
Security and Lookout Security & Antivirus). That was done in order to see if they could identify a threat 
based on the presence of abnormal network activity. The three solutions were evaluated with a simple App 
coded to generate multiple connections in a loop to a remote server and also to open multiple ports in a loop 
receiving connections from a remote client. Unfortunately, none of the solutions were able to identify the 
custom App as a malicious or suspicious one. Moreover, none of them was even able to report the abnormal 
network activity generated by the custom App. 
By analyzing the chosen Anti-Malware solutions was identified a Firewall feature, this function 
basically allows the user to choose which Apps can access the Internet over 3G or a Wireless connection and 
which cannot; it does not work strictly as a Firewall since it does not give an option to block or permit certain 
ports. Firewall feature could help but it becomes complicated to use since this particular component requires 
root permissions on the device as well as the support of netfilter/iptables (packet filtering framework) in the 
Kernel. 
It is important to remember that Android’s kernel has root permissions disabled by default but the 
user can gain this kind of permission by running a special crafted piece of code directly to the shell. From the 
standpoint of Information Security, enabling root permission on an Android device is not recommendable for 
two important reasons: the user cannot be sure if the rooting software contains any kind of malware such as a 
backdoor and a rooted device becomes more vulnerable if it gets compromised because any installed 
malware will get root permissions as well [9]. 
The present work shows the development and implementation of a methodology to analyze the 
network activity generated by an Android device in a way that a “complete” security solution or “Anti-
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Malware” solution can take advantage of such analysis. That is because the analysis of the network activity 
by itself can allow the detection of a suspicious behavior in a device but it will never be able to indicate with 
a hundred percent certainty of malware presence. In other words, tracking the network activity can help to 
identify suspicious behavior. As in example, when an App intended to be used as a calculator starts to open 
communication ports in the device allowing any remote client to connect in. In addition to that, it will help to 
keep a dynamic continuous monitoring of the device searching for malware while actual Anti-Malware 
solutions principally focus on the detection of signatures at the moment a new App is installed. All of this is 
done by considering malware will always need a network connection to accomplish its goal, which states the 
basis to this work by the thought of considering the network activity analysis output as extremely valuable 
information to be used in the process to determine whether an App is malicious or not. 
 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
Actually, there are no works describing a methodology to gather the network activity in Android, 
how to take advantage of this information and its importance to determine the malignity of an App. Similarly, 
there are no Apps in Google play that could achieve our goal. However, application called “Connection 
Tracker Pro” [10] is the work that could be considered as related with the focus of this present work. Such 
App is designed to display the network activity of each App in an instant. After we ran some tests, we found 
that such App is actually a graphic representation of running a “netstat” command in a loop from the device’s 
shell. 
This App could be very helpful from the networking perspective point of view, but for people 
experienced in information security topics it may be considered as suspicious once, it is due to installation 
requires the “PHONE CALL PERMISSION”, as can be seen in Figure 1. Such permission is not necessary 
and will allow the App to obtain IMEI and IMSI numbers, which in fact can reveal the device’s location. It is 
also noticeable that the App demands a lot of CPU when running making the device really slow. As example 
we can mention a Sony Tablet S (where we made test) with a single CPU NVIDIA Tegra2 and 1 GB in 





Figure 1. Description and permissions of "Connection Tracker" shown in Google Play 
 
 
It is also important to mention that “Connection Tracker” was not able to identify a port opened by a 
custom App (listening on the device). Furthermore, this App does not have any documentation or even a web 
site where information about the development could be found, even tough, according to Google Play its 
website should be www.borgshell.com which leads to a non-existing webpage. Even though the goal, use and 
context of “Connection Tracker” is different and away from the one of the present work, it is mentioned as 
related work because in the description of the App showed by Google Play, it can be read that this application 
will help the user to keep the device secured by monitoring the connections. 
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3. CONSIDERATIONS IN OUR PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
It is important to emphasize that the approach of this methodology consists in the development of 
the mechanism to keep track of the network activity not the mechanisms to evaluate and detect any 
suspicious behavior and nor to identify malware. In other words, our methodology shows the implementation 
of a Network Activity Monitor (NAM) for Android that is capable of running all the time as a background 
service in order to identify new established connections and attempts of connection. It is also capable of 
listening open ports, waiting for a remote connection on a device and identifying, which installed App, is 
responsible for each new connection. 
Considering the aforementioned our methodology improves the Information Security level in 
Android OS along with its three main attributes: confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation. The NAM 
App works without the need of root permissions (rooted device) and only requires a few permissions from 
the user at the moment of installation. 
As it has been clarified previously, the network activity monitor by itself cannot be used to identify 
malware but it could be used as a standalone App working in a blacklisting scheme where a user receives an 
alert if a selected App (blacklisted) generates network activity. As a consequence, the user running this NAM 
on its device may have an opportunity to kill the process or App that is generating dubious network activity. 





Figure 2. Our proposal uses a call to the system from the kernel 
 
 
Tests were made trying to provide the NAM with the capacity of killing a blacklisted application 
automatically as an action triggered by the detection of network activity. It was found that in a rooted device 
it would be as simple as run the command “kill [process id]” directly to the shell (as in a regular Linux) but in 
a non-rooted device the user does not have permission to use the “kill” command and the means provided by 
the Android’s SDK in the classes android and ActivityManager with its methods “killProcess()” and 
“killBackgroundProcess()” only work to end the process itself and not external processes. 
 
 
4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
This section will describe our entire methodology and the implementation of the Network Activity 
Monitor for Android as if it was meant to be a standalone application. 
The first step is to get the Android device’s current network activity. It can be easily achieved in 
mobile devices running Android thanks to its Linux Kernel using the command “netstat” just like in an 
ordinary Computer. 
The Android App this work has developed uses a call to the system invoking the command netstat 
directly from the kernel through the ”Process” and “Runtime” Java Classes and the method 
“getRuntime().exec()”, as can be appreciated in Figure 2. As can be seen in Figure 2, the netstat command 
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provides an output showing all active sockets in a table containing important information such as protocol 
(TCP, UDP, TCP6 or UDP6), the local address (source IP address), foreign address (destination IP address) 
and also the state of the socket. 
The state parameter provides a way to differentiate connections that are already established 
(“ESTABLISHED”) from connections that are initiating (“SYN_SENT”), connections ending 
(“CLOSE_WAIT”, “TIME_WAIT”, “FIN_WAIT” and many more) and listening ports that are waiting for a 
connection from a different host in the network (“LISTEN”) [11]. 
Once the active sockets are obtained it is necessary to determine the state for each element of the 
output just between three types: active connections, attempts of connections, and listening ports; this will 
determine the treatment required on the next step. On the other hand, it is important to clarify that due the 
purpose of this work the rest of the sockets can be discarded (e.g. connections with a “TIME_WAIT” state) 
since detecting a closing connections would not make a big difference because it would be too late for the 
user to take actions if alerted; moreover, every active connections is originated with a state “SYN_SENT” or 
“LISTEN” and become active (begins the data transfer) with a state “ESTABLISHED”. 
Besides the “State” it is essential to identify the value on the parameter “Proto” of the output for 
each element. This parameter can only take one of the following values: “TCP”, “TCP6”, “UDP” or “UDP6”. 
We will get to the importance of this at the moment of process-connection identification.The following is to 
identify the destination IP address as well as the source and destination ports for each element of the netstat 
output with a state “ESTABLISHED” of “SYN_SENT; in other words, for active connections and 
connection attempts. From the elements with a “LISTEN” state it is only possible to obtain the number of the 
listening port. 
Identification can be accomplished by parsing the output just using the “String” Java Class and its 
methods such as: “trim()”, “split()”, “charAt()”, “replace()” and “indexOf()”. Still, it is not as simple as it 
looks because the character structure of each socket in the output depends on two factors: the value of the 
parameter “Proto” and the value of the parameter “State”. As a result, each case must be considered, that is 




Figure 3. It is important to differentiate the connections over netstat output 
 
 
The source port of the connections becomes really important in order to obtain all possible 
connections because there can be multiple connections to the same destination address and port but there 
cannot be two with the same source port. To sum up, each active or initiating connection requires a different 




Figure 4. Source port, destination IP, destination port and state of the connections 
 
 
Identifying address and ports is fundamental not only because it is the connection’s detailed and 
important information by itself but also because it will lead to the identification of the App responsible for 
each socket. In a regular Linux Kernel or a Windows OS (where the netstat command can also be found) the 
responsible process or file for a connection can be found by the command itself but not in Android’s kernel. 
Getting the local port and the remote address and port needs to be complemented with the identification of 
which process (App) is responsible for each connection (considering that one App could be responsible for 
multiple connections); this can be done by taking a look into certain files stored in the Linux file system 
containing dynamic information about the network activity. Which file to check depends on the value of the 
parameter “Proto” (earlier it was entrenched that this value must be identified), there is one file per possible 
value (“TCP”, “UDP”, “TCP6” or “UDP6”) and all the files are located in the path “/proc/net/” e.g. in a 
connection with a value “TCP” the file that needs to be reviewed is “/proc/net/tcp”. This can be easily done 
with the command “cat”. Hence, the NAM must run the command “cat /proc/net/tcp” (for example) and store 
the output in a buffer so it can be analyzed, see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Existing files in the path "/proc/net/" have one possible value 
 
 
Every file contains the information of current connections associated to that particular Protocol, this 
information includes the source address and port as well as the destination address and port provided in 
hexadecimal; moreover, it contains the information of the UID responsible per connection. This UID needs to 
be obtained and can be done by converting the addresses and ports to hex and searching for them inside the 





Figure 6. Content of the file "/proc/net/tcp" shows connections to port 80 (0050 in HEX) with the UID 10003 
 
 
UID is an integer value provided in UNIX systems for user identification within the kernel. On a 
regular Linux all the Apps ran by the user would have the same UID; on the other hand, Android’s kernel 
provide a different UID to each running App due to the concept of Virtual Machine (Dalvik Virtual Machine 
in Android), this is know as “Application Sandbox”. Every App running in Android generates a new instance 
of Dalvik, as a result, every App has a different UID. Although it is possible to share a UID between two 
different App’s, it can only be accomplished by signing the App s by the same Developer [11]. Hence; the 
identification of the UID can lead to the identification of the Process Name and to the App Name.  
Once the UID has been obtained the acquisition of the Process Name can be accomplished through 
the Android’s SDK by using the Class “ActivityManager” with its method “getRunningAppProcess()”. This 
method will bring an Object’s List where each element is a running process with attributes such as UID, PID 
(process id) and Process Name; therefore, a simple search for the UID in the List does the job. Because to 
regular users would not make much sense to see a Process Name, the App Name (called Label) can also be 
identified using the SDK  
At the end, by using a loop to apply the presented mechanism to every element of the “netstat” 
output there would have been identified three sets of connections (established connections, attempted 
connections and listening ports), each element of these sets with a protocol, a source address and port, a 
destination address and port and a Process (App) responsible for that particular socket. The three sets should 
be stored in the device as data structures using non plain text files in order to keep a record on a previous 
state of network activity so the user is not alerted if the NAM detects the same connection many times as 
long as it is not closed. That is, the developed NAM App requires 
"android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE" being this permission the only required so the App 
does its assignment. 
The average CPU usage of the Network Activity Monitor is the result of a designed test in which a 
device is operated normally using four different Apps (YouTube, WhatsApp, Google Chrome and Gmail) 
each one during one minute. During this four-minute operation the Network Activity Monitor keeps running 
performing all of its tasks while CPU usage information is gathered through the execution of the “Top” tool 
directly in the Android shell. This test was applied to four different devices of different market segments 
(from low capacity to high capacity devices) giving as particular results the average commented value of 
CPU usage.  
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“Top” is a tool contained in most of the Linux distributions that allow gathering the information 
about which processes are consuming most of the resources and giving the exact value of CPU usage. For our 
test the “tool” command was set up with particular values to only capture the top ten processes, checking 
every two seconds until reach 120 measures writing the collected information in a text file. 
 
 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The resulting App can run indefinitely as a background service without decreasing the performance 
of the device giving a good user experience. This test was done under a Sony Tablet S with a single CPU 
NVIDIA Tegra2 with 1GB in memory and the App runs perfectly in the background without making a 
significant difference to the user experience. Tests were made reporting only an increase of 2-5% of CPU 
usage when the detection is running. It’s important to recall that the user can change the time between the 
performances of each detection process. Certainly, if we decrease the time, we can identify more dubious 
network activities. 
The firewall feature presented as a feature or as a dedicated App requires root permissions and 
netfilter/iptables on the device. As a result, it is not easily accomplishable for a regular user; furthermore, 
rooting a device could decrease the security level on a device. In this sense, our proposal uses storage 
permissions in order to give agility to the user. Network activity-process identification can be accomplished 
without rooting the device or asking for permissions. 
There is no way to kill a process that has been spotted as a suspicious App because of its network 
behavior without root permissions. The best chance is to alert the user based on a blacklist of Apps that 
shouldn’t require network access. The user must set this blacklist. 
 
 





Average CPU usage 
by App process 
Average CPU usage 
by the system 
Average total 
CPU usage 
Average CPU usage by 
Network Activity 
Monitor 
LG Optimus L7 LG P700 52% 36% 87% 6% 
LG Optimus L7x LG P714 44% 34% 79% 6% 
Sony Xperia 
Tablet 
SGPT12 23% 18% 40% 5% 
Google Nexus 4 LG E960 9% 7% 16% 3% 
Average CPU usage 5% 
 
 
It is important to mention a similar App was found in Google Play without any documentation 
available; tests made to this App reflect that it presents suspicious behavior; for example, it requires phone 
call permissions, it increases the CPU to around the 60% of its capacity and also it was not able to detect a 
Listening Port opened by a custom App. Moreover best rated Anti-Malware Apps were not able to identify 
suspicious network behavior. 
As it is possible to see in Table 1, results we obtained report only an average 5% of CPU usage 
caused by the Network Activity Monitor and even when there is a high usage of CPU in a device only a small 
part of this consumption is caused by the Network activity monitor. This last point is really important since 




6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Google’s efforts to take down Malware still require to be improved due to Google should provide 
the Android OS with the Firewall feature by default as part of the system so the user can choose which Apps 
can access the network and which ones cannot. 
Rooting a device to take advantage of a Firewall feature cannot be a good option from Information 
Security perspective because the benefit is less than the risk taken. 
The NAM is truly an opportunity for the user to identify Malware disguised as some cool App 
downloaded from Google Play and provides a basis work that can be very useful in the future as many the 
tendency points to move to cloud services. 
Considering that the research and fundamental pieces of code are finished in this work, in the future 
we leave as open research to take this code into a good user interface, to publish the App in order to it 
becomes available for the Android users along with all the documentation, in addition to the design and 
implementation of a mechanism to determine suspicious network behavior. 
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